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Criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person 

 

Abstraсt: The article is devoted to the problems of criminal and legal estima-

tion of behaviour of person. Correlation of criminal and legal estimation of behaviour 

of person and qualification of crime is set. Investigational stages of criminal and legal 

estimation, found out its criminal and legal value. The expounded suggestions are in 

relation to expediency of the legislative fixing of algorithm of criminal and legal esti-

mation. 
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In case of committing of act, that involved or put under the real threat the 

damnification to the law-enforcement public relations, values, blessing, laws and in-

terests of person, to society or the states, a person, it is necessary to give the proper 

legal estimation to it. Such legal estimation will give an opportunity to decide a ques-

tion about expedience of bringing in of person to legal responsibility. Founding of 

criminal responsibility is a committing by a person publicly of dangerous act that con-

tains a corpus delict foreseen by the Criminal code (fartits is CC). For this reason the 

criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person consists in establishment in the 

committed by a person act of elements (their signs) of corpus delict foreseen by a 

criminal and legal norm. 

A large value is given in science of criminal law to the question of criminal and 

legal estimation of behaviour of person, as correct legal opinion of committed act is 

the necessary condition of achievement of legality at administering law in connection 

with realization of criminal realization (investigation). Any error at the estimation of 

behaviour of person can pull at after itself its conviction is groundless, or groundless 

acquittal, or application, to owe norms CC, that does not contain all criminal and legal 

signs of committed by its act. 

vide into certain kinds), in particular: а)
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Abstraсt:

The basic setting of criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person (its 

aim) is attributing of act to multiplicity of crimes. The result of such estimation is quali-

fication of crime, namely an exact and complete reflection of committed act is in the 

formula of qualification (reference is in a corresponding judicial document on digital 

denotation (number) of the article (parts of the article, point) of Special part of CC, 

and on occasion – and on the article (part of the article) of its General part, that fore-

see a committed act). 

A search of criminal and legal norm at the estimation of behaviour of person is 

a task of considerable complication. The object of such estimation actually is behav-

iour of person (an act is committed by its) too, that is examined from the point of view 

of criminal illegaty, i. e. foreseeing of its in a penal law as to the crime. The types of 

unlawful behaviour are described in corresponding criminal and legal norms that is 

contained in Special part of CC, and compositions of crimes have the name. For this 

reason, at the criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person of value gets to all 

individual not circumstances (to the signs) that take place at the committed of particu-

lar act, but only those that have a legal value, i. e. present a certain corpus delict. 

From totality of signs that characterize behaviour of person, a subject that carries out 

the criminal and legal estimation of such behaviour elects those that is marked in the 

norm of penal law only, as signs of certain corpus delict. The use of pointing on a 

corresponding criminal and legal norm the internal, substantial in content aspect of 

criminal and legal estimation of committed a person act allows to represent. 

In a law theory distinguish from three to six stages (phases) of law application 

(what, in turn, also it can divide into certain kinds), in particular: а) establishments of 

actual circumstances, on that a legal norm is counted; b) choice of norm that is sub-

ject to application under the circumstances; c) analysis of norm that is subject to ap-

plication, from the point of view of its legality; d) verification of action of norm in 

space, in time and after the circle of persons; e) decision of collision (competition, in-

consistencies) of norms of law ani.e.ablishment of blanks (defects) is in a law; 

f) raising act of application of norm of law and his implementation. 

Also and in science of criminal law scientists spare considerable attention to 

development of algorithm of criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person. So, 

in opinion of L. D. Gauchman, the criminal and legal estimation (qualification) of 

committed by a person act consists of totality of four components. The first consists 

in that qualification of crime shows by itself a legal estimation exactly of criminal act, 
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i.e. act that contains all signs of corpus delict, foreseen by CC. A scientist considers 

that establishment of that is an act by a crime, or not lies outside qualification. The 

so-called negative, uncompleted qualification of crime, that is incompatible with posi-

tive, complete qualification, takes place in such case, as is absent its legal founding. 

The second component of qualification are signs of committed by a person act, i.e. 

totality of actual signs of committed crime. The third component are legal signs of 

corpus delict, foreseen by CC, that is contained not only in the norms of Special part 

of CC but also in the norms of General part of CC and in those laws and normatively-

legal acts on that is reference in blanket dispositions of the articles of Special part of 

CC. A fourth component is establishment and legal fixing of exact accordance be-

tween the signs of committed crime and signs of corpus delict, foreseen by CC [1]. 

Supporting this position A. І. Rarog marks that it is legitimate to talk about 

qualification in wide sense, i.e. about criminal and legal estimation of act to estab-

lishment of its criminal character, and about qualification in narrow sense, i.e. about 

qualification exactly of crimes [2]. 

With the aim of correct criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person 

Ye. V. Blagov offered all signs of corpus delict to divide into two groups: а) signs that 

characterize a self-crime: publicly dangerous act, publicly hazard effects, causal con-

nection between an act and consequences, method, instruments and facilities of 

commission of crime; b) signs that characterize the terms of commission of crime, in 

particular: object of crime, place, time and situation of its commission, physical per-

son, achievement of corresponding age, from that a person can be subject to criminal 

responsibility, obligation, data that characterize the special subject of crime, and also 

guilt, reason, aim and emotions. It, in opinion of scientist, grounds a decision-making 

sequence about criminal and legal estimation committed, namely: first made decision 

about foreseen (unforeseen situation) of the set actual circumstances to those signs 

of composition, that characterize a self-crime (publicly dangerous act, publicly hazard 

effects, causal connection between an act and consequences, and also method, in-

struments or facilities of commission of crime), and then made decision about fore-

seen (unforeseen situation) of the set actual circumstances to those signs that char-

acterize the terms of commission of crime (object of crime, subject (general and spe-

cial) of crime, guilty, reason, aim and emotions) [3]. 

In cases when a legal estimation brings committed over to the conclusion, that 

it is not criminal, i.e. does not contain signs none of syllables of the crimes foreseen 

mation: а)
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І.

Blagov offered all signs of corpus delict to divide into two groups: а)

by a penal law, then such estimation does not result in qualification of act in default of 

its legal founding. It is predefined also by that, firstly, the choice of criminal and legal 

norm in the process of estimation of behaviour of person means a decision-making, 

that is fixed in the legal act of organs of pre-trial investigation and court in case (to 

realization), and, secondly, in itself conceivable process of estimation of behaviour of 

person does not have a legal value, generates no law consequences until its result 

will not be foreseen in a law apllicable act during realization of qualification commit-

ted. 

Thus, in an order to decide the question of criminal and legal estimation of be-

haviour of person it is necessary to conduct corresponding actions (operations). Per-

sons that carry out pre-trial and judicial investigation holding to set procedure of ac-

tions develop the plan of realization of necessary inquisitional actions, as a criminal 

and legal estimation of act requires skills, knowledge of criminal legislation, logic and 

corresponding methodology. 

Research of scientific literature results in a conclusion that different positions 

speak out authors in relation to the stages (phases, algorithm) of criminal and legal 

estimation of behaviour of person. The stages of criminal and legal estimation are 

elements (constituents) of certain activity that is separated in time and are character-

ized the specific set of operations (actions), that peculiar each of them. At the same 

time all of them interlace from each other and complement each other. During reali-

zation of the mark, to our opinion, it is possible to distinguish such stages (phases): 

1. Establishment of all actual (objective and subjective) signs of behaviour of 

person and finding out, that the committed owns or not owns the sign of illegaty, what 

inherent for a certain crime, foreseen by CC. On this stage of criminal and legal esti-

mation: а) set the most general generic features, what inherent offence in general; 

b) set type of legal relationships; c) decides question about that, or a case that is ex-

amined belongs, to the group of crimes or its belongs to other type of offence and 

d) turns out what branch of the law regulates such legal relationships. Only after es-

tablishment of fact of commission of act that owns the signs of crime, person that car-

ries out criminal and legal estimation, a presence in committed of signs of certain 

corpus delict, penal law foreseen by a norm sets. 

2. Finding out of all signs, that inherent to behaviour persons that have crimi-

nal and legal value. Depending on that, all actual circumstances of criminal case (re-
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alization) are full set as far as, as far as exactly they are investigational and ana-

lysed, the correct criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person will be given. 

3. Establishment of criminal and legal norm (article, part, point of the article of 

penal law) that most full and exactly foresees responsibility for a committed a person 

act. I.e. after the decision of question about family legal opinion of behaviour of per-

son, admitting that an act contains the signs of crime, passing comes true to the third 

stage. On this stage is an estimation after the type of crime, i.e. a question decides 

about that, what norm of penal law embraces an act that is examined. The sequence 

of executions on this stage consists in comparison of signs that characterize an ob-

ject, objective side, subject, subjective side of committed act and signs of corpus de-

lict foreseen by a corresponding criminal and legal norm. At establishment of likeness 

(to equality) of these signs it is possible to estimate behaviour of person as criminal. 

And in case of absence of such likeness (to equality), behaviour of person as criminal 

estimating is impossible. In addition, the criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of 

person foresees differentiation of alike (similar) syllables of crimes. 

It should be noted that on this stage of criminal and legal estimation of behav-

iour of person it is necessary also to set: а) limits of action (actions) of penal law at 

times, in space and after the circle of persons, b) authenticity of text of criminal and 

legal norm taking into account changes and additions, c) type of disposition of crimi-

nal and legal norm (simple, descriptive, reference, blanket), d) or does not have cir-

cumstances that eliminate possibility of bringing in of person to criminal responsibil-

ity, e) or committed crime individually or in participation, f) or committed complete or 

unfinished crime, g) or committed form single crime or multiplicity crime (repeated, 

totality, relapse), and other like that. 

Consider that the result of criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person 

must be admission of presence in the act of person of elements (their signs) of corre-

sponding corpus delict committed individually or in participation, complete or unfin-

ished, in default of signs: 1) act that is unimportant (P. 2 Article 11 CC); 

2) circumstances that eliminate criminality of act (necessary defensive; detention of 

person that committed crime; absolute necessity; physical and somatic compulsion; 

and other like that); 3) acts that are not a crime, for lack of its separate elements, 

their signs (absence of the article of crime, subject of commission of crime, guilt, and 

other like that); 4) voluntary abandonment at an unfinished crime; 5) effective repent-
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iour of person it is necessary also to set: а)

ance, in cases specially of foreseen by a penal law; 6) termination of limitations of 

bringing in to criminal responsibility, and other like that. 

4. Establishment of accordance of signs of committed act (actual circumstanc-

es of case) to the signs of crime, penal law and fixing of such conclusion foreseen by 

a norm in a corresponding judicial document. On this stage of criminal and legal es-

timation of behaviour of person actually and qualification of committed by its act 

comes true. 

A criminal and legal estimation, as a result of thinking, is subject to the legal 

(judicial) fixing in corresponding judicial documents, what employees of correspond-

ing public authorities fold within the limits of the plenary powers. The marked estima-

tion comes true in a statutory judicial form (to the order), for this reason the judicial 

result of criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person is raising of judicial act 

(decision or sentence). Thus, in an eventual account the criminal and legal estimation 

of behaviour of person foresees an obligatory conclusion (result) – qualification of 

committed crime. 

It is expedient to mark, that qualification of crime, as a result of criminal and 

legal estimation of behaviour of person, and actually such estimation does not coin-

cide, as separate norms of General and Special parts of penal law are used at a 

criminal and legal estimation, however on them can be absent reference during quali-

fication of crime. What be more, in the act of person can be present row of character-

izing (aggravating) signs that is foreseen by different parts of the corresponding arti-

cle of Special part of CC, however during qualification in the certain cases of refer-

ence it takes place only on part of the article with a most sequence number. 

It should be noted that in inquisitional-judicial practice can be a question about 

the additional criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person or in general about 

its new estimation. An additional criminal and legal estimation takes place in case of 

establishment of absence of complete (exact) accordance (to equality) between the 

signs of committed a person act and elements (by their signs) of corpus delict fore-

seen by a certain criminal and legal norm. A new criminal and legal estimation (over-

value) of behaviour of person is the repeated process of establishment of accordance 

(to equality) of signs of committed act to the signs of corpus delict foreseen by a pe-

nal law, and also comparison of both groups of signs, from before set, that results in 

a new result and determines what crime it quite and what criminal and legal norm it is 

foreseen in a penal law. 
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The correct, stable and reasonable criminal and legal estimation of behaviour 

of person has a fundamental value, as it: а) provides legality during realization of jus-

tice; b) guarantees laws and legal interests of victim and person that committed 

crime, promotes individualizations of criminal responsibility and punishments in exact 

accordance with the norms of Special and General parts of CC; c) provides realiza-

tion in the general lines of legal and criminal and legal principles (values) of applica-

tion of norm of law (justice, humanism, guilty responsibility, and other like that); 

d) determines legal and reasonable application of institutes and norms of General

part of CC, that regulate awarding punishment, release from criminal responsibility 

and from punishment or its serving, redemption of previous conviction, and other like 

that; e) founding of application of force events of educator character for minor, force 

events of medical character or other events criminally of legal character; f) stipulates 

the judicial order of investigation of crimes, set by a criminal judicial legislation; 

g) allows correctly to describe the state, structure and crime tendency, creates pre-

conditions for the exposure of tendencies of the last and development of the most 

effective events of fight against criminality and separate types of crimes, in particular, 

by the improvement of criminal legislation. 

It all goes to show that a criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person 

is the fundamental, essential, central, cored part, by the kernel of application of penal 

law in inquisitional and judicial practice. For this reason deem it wise to set the stag-

es (algorithm) of criminal and legal estimation of behaviour of person at legislative 

level, to work out its single logical system that will allow maximally to bring down the 

risk of investigators and judicial errors. 
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Семантична деривація урбанонімів 
Дніпропетровщини

Анотація: Статтю присвячено семантичній деривації урбанонімів Дніпро

петровщини. У публікації розглянуто три семантичних дериваційних типи тво

рення урбанонімів: трансонімізацію, онімізацію та субстантивацію.

Ключові слова: урбанонім, дериват, семантична деривація, трансонімі

зація, онімізація, субстантивація.

Сукупність усіх внутрішньоміських власних назв формує урбанонімний 

простір будь якого міста, який має певні самобутні ознаки.

Об’єктом нашого дослідження стали назви, що виникли внаслідок викори

стання наявних у мові лексичних одиниць для потреб номінації відповідних

об’єктів економічної діяльності Дніпропетровщини. Фактичний матеріал було ді


